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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1The BRAMS Viewer: an on-line toolto aess the BRAMS dataHervé Lamy, Emmanuel Gamby, Sylvain Ranvier,Yves Geunes, Stijn Calders, and Johan De KeyserBelgian Institute for Spae Aeronomy, 3 Avenue Cirulaire, 1180 Brussels, Belgiumherve.lamy�aeronomie.beThis short paper fouses on the status of the BRAMS network in 2012, and desribes a reentlydeveloped on-line tool, alled the BRAMS Viewer, whih provides aess to the BRAMS data.1 The BRAMS networkThe Belgian RAdio Meteor Stations (BRAMS) is a net-work of 22 radio reeiving stations loated in Belgiumand aimed at deteting and haraterizing meteors withforward satter tehniques (see, e.g., MKinley (1961)or Wislez (2006) for a review on meteor forward sat-ter). The beaon is a rossed dipole antenna with an
8 m × 8 m metalli grid as re�eting plane. It is lo-ated in Dourbes, in the South-East of Belgium, nearthe Frenh border. It emits a irularly polarized purelysinusoidal wave towards the zenith at a frequeny of49.97 MHz with a power of 150 W. All reeiving sta-tions use a 3-element Yagi antenna and a ommerialICOM-R75 reeiver. An aurate time referene at eahstation is ensured by a GPS reeiver. The stations arehosted mainly by radio amateurs or groups of ama-teur astronomers working losely with the Belgian In-stitute for Spae Aeronomy (BISA), whih oordinatesthe projet. The status of the BRAMS network at theend of 2012 is illustrated in the map shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 � BRAMS network at the end of 2012. The trianglein the South-East of Belgium, near the Frenh border, is thebeaon loated in Dourbes. The 22 blak dots indiate theloations of the reeiving stations.In eah reeiving station, the signal is mixed with thatfrom a loal osillator (LO) to translate it to a frequenyaround 1 kHz. Due to a slight inauray of the LOfrequeny in the reeiver, the beaon frequeny doesnever exatly appear at a frequeny of 1 kHz, but an

be shifted by up to ±100 Hz. Due to thermal e�ets,this frequeny an also slightly hange with time. Thesignal from the reeiver and a PPS (pulse per seond)signal oming from the GPS reeiver are sampled simul-taneously by an external sound ard at a frequeny of5512 Hz, then stored on a loal PC as a sound (WAV)�le every 5 minutes. Exept for the PC, the material isidential at eah station and provided by BISA. Dataare stored loally, then sent every month to BISA wherethey are added on-line, and, later on, arhived.2 The BRAMS ViewerReently, an on-line tool alled the BRAMS Viewer wasdeveloped for external registered users to aess anddownload the online BRAMS data.First, a ode was developed at BISA to generate spe-trograms using an FFT of the raw BRAMS audio �les.The user only needs to provide the name of a spei�reeiving station, a date, and an hour as input.An example of suh a spetrogram is shown in Figure 2for the Humain Station on 9 Otober 2011 at 3
h
10

m UT.By default, the frequeny axis is entered on the beaonfrequeny (in the present ase, the onstant horizontalline at around 1105 Hz) with a total range of 200 Hz.The FFT is run with 16 384 samples and a 90% over-lap giving a time resolution in the spetrogram of ap-proximately 3 seonds. The amplitude of the signal isolor-oded.

Figure 2 � Example of a spetrogram for the data reordedat Humain on 9 Otober 2011 at 3
h
10

m UT.
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Figure 3 � Visualisation window in the BRAMS Viewer. The output of three stations, from top to bottom, Kampenhout,Liège and Ule, is shown on 8 Otober 2011 at 19
h
00

m UT. The Draonids outburst is learly visible with a lot ofoverdense ehoes.The long-lasting S-shaped ehoes are re�etions on air-planes of radio waves oming from the beaon. Thevertial lines are meteor trail ehoes. Most of them areprobably underdense meteor ehoes, but, due to thelimited-time resolution of these spetrograms, this anonly be on�rmed when looking at the power pro�les inthe raw data. (Underdense meteors are haraterizedby a sharp inrease of the reeived power followed by aquik exponential deay due to ambipolar di�usion ofeletrons in the surrounding neutral atmosphere. Typi-al durations are a few tenths of a seond; see MKinley,1961).On the other hand, the eho at around 3
h
10

m
05

s UTis de�nitely an overdense eho as its duration is in theorder of a few seonds.Spetrograms are very useful tools to analyze BRAMSdata.First, they allow to disriminate meteor ehoes fromspurious ehoes, suh as re�etions on airplanes or lo-al interferenes. This is easily done by eye, but ismuh more ompliated to do automatially. Sine theBRAMS network produes approximately 7000 similarspetrograms per day, an automati method for ount-ing meteor ehoes is mandatory and is urrently in de-velopment at BISA.Seond, the spetrograms also arry information aboutline-of-sight (LOS) speeds whih an be obtained bymeasuring the Doppler shifts. Speeds of trail ehoesmay re�et thermal speeds of di�using eletrons or shearwinds at high altitudes (or possibly a ombination ofboth). Speeds from head ehoes (not shown in Fig-ure 2) are diretly related to the speed of meteoroidsthemselves.

These data and tools are now available for external usersthrough an on-line faility alled the BRAMS Viewer1.The user has the possibility to selet several BRAMSstations, a partiular date and time, and request thedata. The BRAMS Viewer then aesses the online rawdata and omputes the spetrograms if data are avail-able. By default, spetrograms are generated by slots ofone hour, yielding a total of maximum 12 per station ifall data are available. An example is shown in Figure 3for three stations (Kampenhout, Liège, and Ule) on8 Otober 2011 at 19
h
00

m UT, during the Draonidsoutburst.The visualisation window allows an easy omparison ofthe spetrograms, e.g., to see if a given meteor has pro-dued several ehoes at spei� stations, and, hene, ifthese multi-stations ehoes an be used to retrieve thetrajetory of the orresponding meteoroid. If the userwants to look in more detail at the spetrograms, a likon one of the thumbnails opens a new window and loadsa larger version of the spetrogram. In this window, anumber of buttons also gives the possibility for the userto (1) browse through (previously seleted) stations atthe same time and to ompare the spetrograms; (2)see all the spetrograms generated for the hour seletedat the spei� station; and (3) save the spetrogramin PNG format or the orresponding raw data in WAVformat.Due to storage onstraints, urrently only data from thelast 6 months are kept online and are aessible via theBRAMS viewer. Registered users will soon be able toalso aess previously arhived data via requests sentthrough the website.1See http://brams.aeronomie.be/pages/brams_viewer.
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 33 ConlusionsThe BRAMS network is nearly fully operational andprovides approximately 22 GB of data every day. Thesedata are olleted every month and saved on-line atBISA. The BRAMS Viewer is a very useful on-line toolthat allows users to selet and download the data. Itis onstantly being improved with new additional fun-tionalities.AknowledgementsBRAMS is a projet funded by the Solar-TerrestrialCenter of Exellene (STCE). It is an ative ollabo-

ration between professional and amateurs. Hervé Lamywould like to thank all the people hosting the BRAMSstations and sending the data every month.ReferenesMKinley D. W. R. (1961) Meteor Siene and Engi-neering. MGraw-Hill.Wislez J.-M. (2006). �Meteor astronomy using a for-ward satter set-up�. In Verbeek C. and Wislez J.-M., editors, Proeedings of the Radio Meteor Shool2005, Oostmalle, Belgium, 10�14 September 2005,IMO, pages 84�106.


